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Abstract 
Education is at the head of the most efficient processes in shaping, directing, changing and perfecting individuals and communities. Three 
general subjects named as contemporary education, science and art and technique are endeavoured to be performed through an organisation in a 
frame of a specific philosophical integrity. As an art of education having more vocal and auditory features, music education forms one of the 
most important branches in education of fine arts. A music teacher in Turkey is trained in the departments of music education, department of 
education of fine arts in faculties of education at universities. An education program in an undergraduate study of four years is organised with 
the inclusion of field education, pedagogical proficiency and core courses. Musical aural training forms one of the main dimensions of field 
education. Musical hearing in broad terms is the ability to perceive, recognise, differentiate, and resolve musical integrity, component, feature 
and associations perceivable with the sense of hearing. In the statement, with a current point of view in the light of a descriptive method, 
musical aural training in institutions training music teachers in Turkey is evaluated through the analysis regarding programs, content and 
practice.   
1. Introduction 
Education aims to train individuals as a whole with their cognitive, sensual and behavioral aspects at the most appropriate and 
advanced level. Education is at the head of the most efficient processes in shaping, directing, changing and authorizing 
individuals and societies. Three general subject areas named as contemporary education, science, art and technique are organized 
and applied within a framework comprising of a specific philosophical integrity. “Art education” which is planned and applied 
efficiently with a multi-directional approach in the education process in contemporary societies is accepted as one of the main 
dimensions of education. Also, “music education” is recognized as one of the main dimensions of art education. Music education 
as a more vocalic and aural art education forms one of the most important branches of fine arts education (Uçan, 2005). 
Music teachers in Turkey are trained in the Departments of Music Education in Fine Arts Education Departments in Faculties 
of Education at universities. In our present day, the number of these institutions is 25 and their function is to perform scientific 
researches in the areas related to education and profession and to train music teachers who have professional competence and 
sensitivity and who create music and contribute to the development of the music culture of a society at a national and universal 
level. Furthermore, the task of the mentioned institutions is researching and presenting music education programs to related 
institutions in the areas the society is in need of, and organising scientific and artistic activities directed towards enlightening the 
individuals working in educational institutions. 
The Undergraduate Program in Music Teaching consisting of four years is specified by the Higher Education Board (YÖK) 
and is a common program carried out in all universities. This program is organised in a way that consists of the field of study, 
pedagogical proficiency and compulsory subjects. Musical aural training forms one of the main dimensions of the field of study. 
According to Uçan, musical aural training in a broader sense is “the ability of perceiving, recognizing, recalling, differentiating 
and analysing musical integrity, component, feature and relationships which can be comprehended through the aural way”  
(Uçan,2005, p.19).  
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The three main dimensions of musical aural training are musical hearing, music reading and musical notation. In short, 
musical hearing is the skill of recognizing, analysing and differentiating the musical component and relationships which could be 
perceived through the aural way. Music reading is reading the sounds with their names, rhythm, pitch, tempo, tone and genre. 
Musical notation is changing sounds or sound groups that can be heard, played or read with their names, rhythms and other 
features.    
Musical aural training aims to have individuals making music gain the necessary fundamental behaviours. Developing the 
skill of hearing, reading and notating the sounds which form music has been a topic continuously attended to by music teachers. 
The correct ways of hearing, singing and playing are taught in musical aural training. The activities in these lessons are 
reinforced and kept active through activities in the other special areas.  The clarity of the voice of the student and the clarity of 
the sound he/she produces while using the instrument, the skill of reading musical notes in different clefs, the production of a 
correct, pleasant and effective sound by listening to other groups while collective music is made and the musical sensitivity 
required when these activities are carried out are achieved with the behaviours gained in musical aural training. Besides the 
fundamental knowledge and skills related to the field of music, musical aural training which aims to develop the skills in musical 
memorization, musical thinking (designing), musical creativity, musical analysis and musical evaluation is approved of as one of 
the prominent courses in the Undergraduate Program of Music Teaching. Musical aural training carries the state of being the 
course which could make the most transfers to the other areas of study. With regard to the researches, it could be said that the 
knowledge, skill, attitude and practices which music teachers have gained through musical aural training carry an important role 
in their professional life. It has been observed that the success of the students in musical aural training and their achievements in 
the field of study are parallel. The behaviours gained in this area affect the other areas positively (Sevgi, 1982). 
Like verbal language, vocalic language has a grammar, too. The grammar of music language covers all the components 
having a role in the formation (designing, composing, improvising etc.) and usage (vocalizing, listening) of this language. In a 
way, musical aural training is a grammar course and in one respect, the lecturer is a grammar teacher of music language. Musical 
aural training is a learning-teaching context in which activities, teaching, examining-testing and evaluating are performed in an 
environment which is under the supervision of the lecturer and which is organised to have the pre-planned and targeted 
behaviours, musical hearing, reading and notating be gained (Aydoğan, 1998). 
In this study, the purpose is to analyze the definitional program prepared by the Higher Education Board and to change it into 
aims by approaching musical aural training based upon the program, which is carried out in institutions in Turkey training music 
teachers. Forming a detailed aim and topic index will ensure that the content of musical aural training applied in relevant 
institutions is attended to in a more understandable and extensive way. As for the international context, it will give ideas to those 
interested in musical aural training applied at universities in Turkey. 
 
2. Method 
In this study, the definitional teaching program prepared by the Higher Education Board in 2006 for the purpose of its 
application in the departments of music education in faculties of education at universities has been approached within the 
dimension of musical aural training and considering the definition and content of the course, detailed aims and topic index have 
been formed by the author according to the terms. The specified aims have been organized according to the terms and they have 
been presented in tables. The data within the entire teaching program of musical aural training has been evaluated according to 
the sessions in terms of the total credit points, and course content analysis has been made.    
3. Results 
 
The general purpose of musical aural training in institutions training music teachers in Turkey, is to equip students with the 
ability to perceive and identify monophonic and polyphonic sounds; the ability to perform horizontal and vertical dictation; the 
ability to identify rhythmic structures; to analyze and decipher musical notation and to sight-read and perform musical dictation 
backed with theoretical knowledge. 
 














Course title Year of study Theoretical Practical Total 
Ear Training I 1/Fall 2 2 4 
Ear Training II 1/Spring 2 2 4 
Ear Training III 2/Fall 2 2 4 
Ear Training IV 2/ Spring 2 2 4 
Ear Training V 3/Fall 2 - 2 
Ear Training VI 3/Spring 2 - 2 
Total 12 8 20 
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Musical aural training takes place in the sixth term of the undergraduate program in music teaching which consists of eight 
terms. The total credit point for the undergraduate program is 163 and the rate of the musical aural courses for the total credit 
point is (163/20) 12%.  This rate is higher than the credit points of all the other single named courses. This shows that musical 
aural training is given great importance in music teacher training. This course is taught as (2) credit theoretical and (2) credit 
practical in the first 4 terms of the undergraduate program and it is studied as (2) credit theoretical in the fifth and sixth terms.  
The total credit point of musical aural training is 20.    
The aims and contents of musical aural training according to terms are given in the tables below.  
 




The contents of this course include theoretical music knowledge and activities of ear training, sight-reading and dictation. 
Fundamental knowledge of the physical properties of sound, elements of the language of music (rhythm, melody, tempo, 
dynamics, measure, scale, tonality, form, style, polyphonic structure, expression and interpretation), horizontal and vertical 
intervals are covered. Students will undertake tutored reading, composing and dictating activities with monophonic melodies and 
level-adjusted melodies with two voices written in simple measures, single flat or single sharp tonalities using whole, half, 
quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes.   
 
Table 3. Ear training II  -  objectives and content of the generated 
 
To be able to read and dictate notation in tonalities with two sharp and two flat notes. 
To understand pentatonic scales and to perform reading and dictating applications with these scales. 
To read, dictate, analyze and compose level appropriate pieces of the tampered hüseyni and karcığar modes with a single voice and 
two voices. 
To construct, sing and dictate major, minor, augmented and diminished chords with three voices. To do chord inversion and to identify, 
sing and dictate inverted chords. 
 To understand, sing and dictate rhythm clusters from easier examples to harder structures. To classify measures and to read and 
dictate simple and compound measures. 
To improve deciphering abilities.   
To analyze melodies of the appropriate level with respect to their form and to create melodies of similar form. 
To understand properties of the G and F clefs and to read and dictate notation written in these clefs. 
To analyze elements of musical compositions. 
To analyze works of music from the aspects of tonality, rhythm, melody, harmony, nuance, movement and expression. 
 
The contents of this course include theoretical music knowledge and activities of ear training, sight-reading and dictation. 
Students will undertake reading, composing and dictating activities involving level-adjusted monophonic melodies and melodies 
with two voices which are in major-minor tonalities with two sharp – two flat notes, written in measures with two and three 
beats, use pentatonic scales and are in tampered hüseyni and karcığar modes. In addition students will work on reading, dictating 
and analyzing activities of tonal chords with three sounds which use both the roots and the inversions. 
 
Table 4. Ear training III  -  objectives and content of the generated 
 
To be able to read and dictate in major or minor tonalities with three flat or three sharp notes. 
To create applications in measures with two or three beats and in compound measures. (9/8, 12/8, 5/8, etc.) 
To read, dictate, analyze and compose melodies of appropriate level in one or two voices and in tampered rast, nihavent, kürdi modes. 
To have alteration knowledge. 
To analyze, construct and apply the base and inverted dominant 7th chord. 
To construct, sing and dictate major, minor, augmented and diminished chords with three voices. 
To improve deciphering abilities. 
To analyze melodies of the appropriate level with respect to their form and to create melodies of similar form. 
To classify measures and to read and dictate notation in basic, compound and complex measures. 
To analyze musical works of appropriate level with respect to their tonality, rhythm, melody, harmony, nuance, movement and 
expression. 
To understand sound and its properties from a musical point of view. 
To understand fundamental elements of music notation. 
To be able to read and dictate in the first octave: C-E, C-G, C-C octav and C-G dodecal intervals. 
To construct whole, major, minor, augmented and diminished intervals, to cluster intervals with respect to their consonance and 
dissonance, to hear and dictate these intervals. 
To construct, sing and dictate major, minor chords and chords with three sounds. To perform chord inversions, to identify, sing and 
dictate inverted chords. 
To classify measures, to read and dictate pieces written in single and compound measures. 
To know major-minor scales and major-minor tonalities with two sharp and two flat notes; to read and dictate scores in these tonalities 
and to perform such pieces. 
To develop sight-reading ability. 
To analyze simple melodies considering their form and to compose pieces in similar form. 
To analyze works of music from the aspects of tonality, rhythm, melody, harmony, nuance, movement and expression. 
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The contents of this course include theoretical music knowledge and activities of ear training, sight-reading and dictation. 
Students will undertake reading, composing and dictating activities involving level-adjusted monophonic melodies and melodies 
with two voices which are in tonalities with three sharp and three flat notes, written in measures with two, three beats and 
irregular measures, and are in tampered rast, nihavent and kürdi modes. In addition, students will work on alteration, the base and 
inverted dominant 7th chords and their analysis. 
 
Table 5. Ear training IV  -  objectives and content of the generated 
 
To be able to work in tonalities with four or five flat / sharp notes, in all measures. 
To work on pieces composed in the tampered hicaz, zirgüleli hicaz and nikriz modes. 
To read, dictate, analyze and compose melodies at the appropriate level with single or two voices.   
To understand the dominant 7th chord and other chords with four sounds. 
To understand ornaments. 
To understand modulation. 
To read, dictate and perform notation written in tonalities up to five sharps or flats in different variations. 
To improve deciphering abilities. 
To analyze melodies of the appropriate level with respect to their form and to create melodies of similar form. 
To work on dictation in two voices. 
To analyze musical works of appropriate level with respect to their tonality, rhythm, melody, harmony, nuance, movement and expression. 
 
     The contents of this course include theoretical music knowledge and activities of ear training, sight-reading and dictation. Students will undertake reading, 
composing and dictating activities involving level-adjusted monophonic melodies and melodies with two voices which are in tonalities with four or five 
sharp/flat notes, can be in all measures and are in tampered hicaz, zirgüleli hicaz and nikriz modes. In addition, students will work on the dominant 7th chord and 
other chords with four notes, ornaments and modulation. 
 
Table 6. Ear training V -  objectives and content of the genarated 
 
To be able to work in all major-minor tonalities and in all measures. 
To compose pieces for application purposes in the tampered segah, hüzam and saba modes. 
To read, dictate, analyze and compose melodies at the appropriate level with a single voice and two or three voices.   
To do applications with tonal chords consisting of three, four or five sounds (the dominant ninth). 
To understand modes of the middle ages and to do applications. 
To do rhythmic, dictation and solfege exercises at the appropriate level. 
To improve deciphering abilities. 
To analyze melodies of the appropriate level with respect to their form and to create melodies of similar form. 
To read and dictate mixed melodies of the appropriate level written in the G, F and C clefs. 
To analyze musical works of appropriate level with respect to their tonality, rhythm, melody, harmony, nuance, movement and expression. 
 
The contents of this course include theoretical music knowledge and activities of ear training, sight-reading and dictation. 
Students will undertake reading, composing and dictating activities involving monophonic melodies and melodies with two or 
three voices which are at the appropriate level, can be in all major-minor tonalities, can be in all measures and are in tampered 
segah, hüzzam and saba modes. In addition, students will work on applications with tonal chords consisting of three, four and 
five notes (the dominant ninth) and applications in the modes of the middle ages. 
 
Table 7. Ear training VI  -  objectives and content of the generated 
 
To be able to understand scales of the jazz music. 
To understand 20th century music and atonality; to read, dictate, analyze and compose melodies at the appropriate level. 
To understand and apply chord ciphers used in jazz and popular music. 
To improve hearing, reading and dictating abilities by listening to musical compositions. 
To perform solfege, dictation and rhythmic reading at the appropriate level. 
To improve deciphering abilities. To analyze melodies with respect to their form and to create melodies of the similar form. 
To analyze, read and dictate inharmonique scales. 
To understand teaching methods and techniques for ear training, musical reading and dictation. 
To do dictation in two or three voices. 
To analyze musical works of appropriate level with respect to their tonality, rhythm, melody, harmony, nuance, movement and expression. 
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The contents of this course include theoretical music knowledge and activities of ear training, sight-reading and dictation. 
Students will undertake reading, dictating, composing and analysis activities for melodies involving jazz music scales, 20th 
century music and atonality at the appropriate level. In addition, students will work on applications involving chord ciphers used 
in jazz and popular music as well as teaching methods and techniques for ear training. 
4. Conclusion 
 
In this study, the analysis of the definitional program prepared by the Higher Education Board (YOK) has been made by 
approaching musical aural training based upon the program, which is carried out in institutions training music teachers. As a 
result of this analysis, the definitional program has been organised into detailed aim and topic index, and the content of the 
musical aural training applied in relevant institutions has been aimed to be approached in a more understandable and extensive 
way. For this purpose, the six terms of musical aural training has been evaluated first as theoretical and then practical based upon 
the credit. The total credit point for the undergraduate program in music teaching is 163 and the rate of the musical aural courses 
for the total credit point is (163/20) 12%.  This rate is higher than the credit points of all the other single named courses. This 
shows that musical aural training is given great importance in music teacher training. This course is taught as (2) credit 
theoretical and (2) credit practical in the first 4 terms of the undergraduate program and it is studied as (2) credit theoretical in the 
fifth and sixth terms. In the continuation of the study, 10 aims have been specified at the appropriate level for every term. By 
forming a total of 60 aims for the six terms, the contents of these aims have been organised hierarchically. A topic index has also 
been formed in the same way. Developing the students’ perception-recognition of sounds, horizontal and vertical dictation, 
analysis, recognition of rhythmic structures, musical note analysis and the skills of reading and notating have been essentially 
taken in the specification of aims with the theoretical information within the scope of musical hearing, reading and notating 
practice. Besides an international music centred approach, the components of national / traditional music have been given place 
significantly.   
As a result, musical aural training has an important place in institutions training music teachers in Turkey. Organizing the 
content of this training in a theoretically and practically detailed way within the extent of musical hearing, reading and notating 
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